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relates to a rotary drum type of apparatus for processing a web-like material such as a paper or a plastic, and more particularly to an apparatus of the above-mentioned type which can
simultaneously grip and process two such material webs while at the same time feeding them to a further processing station such as a winding station. In a web processing apparatus of
the above-mentioned type, a rotary drum serves to simultaneously process two paper or plastic webs, one of which is fed to and wound around the other as the two are being processed.
More specifically, the one paper or plastic web is fed to a nip between the rotary drum and a plate member so that the web is gripped by the rotary drum and carried along therewith.
While the web is gripped, the rotary drum is rotated and simultaneously two successive sheets are simultaneously wound around the rotary drum. As is disclosed in Japanese Utility
Model Laid-open Publication No. 58-33045, there is known a conventional web processing apparatus of the above-mentioned type in which two plastic sheets are simultaneously wound
around a rotary drum to form a composite plastic material such as a plastic bag. A typical example of the rotary drum type of apparatus is disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 4,851,857. The
disclosed apparatus includes an endless belt which is provided along its opposite sides with a plurality of gripper members or corrugated fingers. Each of the gripper members has a
reversely curved bar-like end portion for gripping a sheet of material which is fed to the device. The gripper members are formed to be movable in a transverse direction of the belt and
are individually operable
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